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TOP 5 REASONS TO

#WinWithTTS
Why should you book your rooms with Team Travel Source?
TTS offers a lowest rate guarantee!
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TTS contracts room blocks at confirmed, non-variable rates. There will be no
movement in room rates based on supply and demand, so you can book any time
and be confident that you have secured the best rate. You are GUARANTEED THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE GROUP RATE over the event dates. CLICK HERE to learn more
about our lowest rate guarantee!

Guaranteed room types!
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The room rate contracted GUARANTEES the room type you reserve. You will
not book a double room and arrive to find that only king rooms are available.

All team members can easily stay in the same hotel – together!
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Setting up a group block is SIMPLE AND INSTANT! With blocks that are secured
by TTS, there is a much better chance that we will be able to keep your group
together, which in turn allows coaches the ability to hold team meetings,
contact individual team members or parents more easily and gives your
athletes the ability to spend social time bonding with their teammates.

It’s a WIN for everyone!
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When you book your room in the official housing block, the event producer is able
to prove to the city the economic impact they are contributing to the area. This
in turn helps the event producer secure the best dates in the best locations, and
assists in providing local discounts for you. This economic proof also allows the
housing company access to LARGER BLOCKS IN THE MOST PRIME HOTELS —
so that we have the best options for you!

TTS offers the best service in the industry!
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TTS does not have a standard call center…we have a FULL CUSTOMER RELATIONS
CENTER! Our Customer Relations Specialists (REAL PEOPLE!!!) are standing by
to assist you with any of your housing needs. We are available Monday-Friday
8:00am-7:00pm EST and Saturday 8:30am-5:00pm EST. Give us a call and we
will show you why service is our specialty!

GENERAL CUSTOMER SERVICE | 502-354-9103 | info@teamtravelsource.com

We are...our people.

SPORTS HOUSING by people who care.

